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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose Urban Object Detection Kit, a system for the real-time collection and analysis of street-level imagery. The system is affordable and portable and allows local government agencies to receive actionable intelligence about the objects on the streets. This system can be attached to service vehicles, such as garbage trucks, parking scanners and maintenance cars, thus allowing for large-scale deployment. This will, in turn, result in street-level imagery captured at a high collection frequency, while covering a large geographical region. Unlike more traditional panoramic street-level imagery, the data collected by this system has a higher frequency, making it suitable for the highly dynamic nature of city streets. For example, the proposed system allows for real-time detection of urban objects and potential issues that require the attention of city services. It paves the way for easy deployment and testing of multimedia information retrieval algorithms in a dynamic real-world setting. We showcase the usefulness of object detection for identifying issues in public spaces that occur within a limited time span. Finally, we make the kit, as well as the data collected using it, openly available for the research community.

CSCS CONCEPTS

• Computing methodologies ➔ Visual inspection; Mobile agents;
Distributed computing methodologies; • Information systems ➔ Multimedia and multimodal retrieval.
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Figure 1: Example of how several types of objects are detected on the city streets using our proposed Urban Object Detection Kit.

1 INTRODUCTION

Cities around the world have the task of making sure that public spaces are safe, clean and well maintained. Since cities are highly dynamic environments, finding issues that require the attention of relevant services is an extremely challenging task. In practice, citizens often have to report an issue first before the action is taken. Automatic detection of urban issues would allow for a proactive response. In this paper, we propose a system that is capable of real-time collecting and analyzing street-level imagery.

In recent years, a significant body of research has addressed the problem of capturing street-level imagery, which has resulted in successful applications, such as Google Street View, Mapillary and OpenStreetCam. However, panoramic images are typically captured infrequently, which makes them impractical for real-time monitoring of streets and public spaces in general. The real-time monitoring of city streets is essential because the issues in cities can occur within a short time span. In this paper we particularly focus on urban objects that are related to these issues and pose significant challenges to the local government agencies.

Examples of urban objects we aim at detecting are graffiti on the walls, trash on the street (cf. Figure 1), broken traffic poles or bicycle wrecks that need to be removed. However, the system could also be used for estimating parking spaces availability, measuring pedestrian density on sidewalks or monitoring the growth of vegetation. For the detection of these issues, we collect and analyse street-level imagery in real-time which is combined with the geographical data.

A more traditional approach to finding urban issues is using citizen reports, which are routinely collected by the cities around
the world using standardized protocols such as Open311 [21]. A disadvantage of citizen reports is that they are highly participatory in nature, requiring active input of the citizens, and therefore not all problems are generally reported. Another problem is that neighborhoods report issues to varying extents, resulting in biased data collection. For instance, a neighborhood with a lot of citizens that know how to report issues will have more detection, but the actual number of issues occurring is heavily skewed by the effects like this. This could be caused by a difference in income, education, immigration background or participation in general. Sections of the city with underprivileged population could potentially be underrepresented in the citizen reports, as it is shown in [33] that the volume of citizen reports is negatively correlated to voter turnout and census return rates, but positively correlated to the activity of campaign payments. Similarly, social multimedia use, technological literacy, and social participation levels, in general, may vary significantly throughout the city even in case of the “welfare states”, which could introduce unwanted biases and negatively impact decision making [16, 17]. These biases can be further propagated to policies created using such collected data. In this paper we aim at gathering and processing participatory multimedia data in a more systematic and “objective” fashion, which facilitates an alternative approach to gaining insights about the locations in a city, allowing for better maintenance of public spaces and richer insights for creating policy. The data produced by the system can be combined by data collected through citizen reports to create new insights. It also opens up the possibility to detect objects in city streets that require attention before they become a nuisance.

The focus on detecting urban issues has been chosen due to the needs of the local governments and a large potential impact on neighborhood livability should the problems be addressed in a timely manner. To illustrate the scale and geographical distribution of these issues, Figure 2 presents a map summarizing a single month of citizens reporting issues with garbage on the street. Namely, during December of 2019 alone, the citizens of Amsterdam generated more than 12,500 reports about the issues related to garbage in the public space. In Section 4 we provide an example of automatically detecting such urban issues in real-time street-level imagery captured by the moving service vehicles.

Urban issues occur constantly and can’t be tracked if street-level images are only recorded at long time intervals. This makes traditional sources such as Google Street View inadequate for the task. The use of social multimedia data or citizen reports is helpful, but the data collected with our system is of a different nature. Namely, the data collected by Urban Object Detection Kit will have a high collection frequency and high geographical density because the use of the system by the government is rewarded with actionable intelligence about urban issues. Over the last decades, the multimedia community has contributed a large number of excellent approaches to gathering, indexing, analyzing and making sense of large amounts of heterogeneous data. This section provides a brief overview of related work on using urban multimedia data from various sources for analyzing processes in the city.

2 RELATED WORK

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- We develop an open-source framework for collecting, distributing and analyzing real-time street-level imagery as well as the actionable intelligence about urban issues.
- Our proposed framework empowers multimedia community with the technology and data for conducting experiments on real-time street-level imagery captured in a complex urban environment.
- We showcase a method for extracting valuable information about urban issues from the collected data and explore several examples of possible use cases.

2.1 Social Multimedia

Content sharing and social networking platforms have been a cornerstone of collecting and analyzing urban multimedia [10, 28, 31,
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Figure 3: To collect and analyse real-time street level imagery, 1) N vehicles drive around the city with smartphones collecting data through a web app; 2) Faces and license plates are blurred; 3) Crowdsourcing is used for annotating the collected images; 4) Object detection models are trained and 5) used for detection of urban objects.

36]. The data from these platforms was successfully used for i.a. detecting social events such as graduations or a concert, or news events [1, 6, 8, 24, 38]. However, we need to detect urban issues that are of a different nature than the social or news events and are more difficult to find on social networking websites. Despite the significant effort invested in detecting multimedia events and even the introduction of successful international benchmarks serving as the epicenter of research on the topic [5, 13, 23], none of the existing collections or sources contain visual content with sufficient spatial and especially temporal granularity.

2.2 Street-level Imagery

The use of street-level imagery for multimedia retrieval tasks is a well-established field of research. Commercial products like Google Street View that use these techniques are widely available and commercially successful [4]. Previous work has focused on the annotation of such data [18] and its usage for tasks like monitoring urban assets [11] and crowd-mapping static assets [25]. Our system augments this field of work by providing a structured method to process real-time data. This can be leveraged for detecting urban issues that occur for brief observation intervals.

In [15] a dataset comparable to what is recorded by the Urban Object Detection Kit is presented that offers coordinates, direction, and spatial keywords, collected by volunteers. The system we introduce will be used by both volunteers and vehicles that are active in the cities around the world on a very regular basis, such as garbage trucks and local police vehicles. Also, the data will be annotated increasingly fine-grained with the growth of the system, by adding both textual description and the location of the described objects on the image.

In [9] an overview is given of the approaches using deep learning and computer vision techniques for understanding cities, but the data considered in the study is not captured or analyzed in real-time. Finally, in [29] Sugimoto et al. demonstrate that the videos recorded by people walking through a neighborhood can be used to create omni-directional video of a geographic area. This leads us to believe that our proposed framework could be used by the citizens as well and perhaps even in the fashion similar to life-logging [7].

2.3 Citizen as a Sensor Paradigm

As mentioned earlier, another paradigm to detecting urban issues relies on the utilization of citizen reports, routinely collected by a local government using e.g. Open311 [21]. For example, recent related work has shown that the urban issues can be efficiently detected based on multimedia information contained in citizen reports [30]. However, as described earlier, these reports are not as fine-grained with regard to categories of the issues, the location or the time frame. In this paper, we offer a viable alternative to citizen requests, by using the coverage of e.g. the vehicles from the parking services and garbage collection trucks that drive around the city continuously. This will provide a completely new source of information about the city.

2.4 Smartphones and Wearable Cameras

Using smartphones for data collection has been proven a cost-effective alternative for acquiring data of relatively high quality. Alavi et al. provide an overview of smartphone technology used for monitoring of construction sites and evaluating the road and pavement quality [2]. The conclusion is that using smartphones for monitoring civil engineering projects is promising due to a low cost and ubiquity. But to advance research it is required that academia, the public sector, and the private sector collaborate. The SDK we propose in this system has the goal to enhance this collaboration on a large scale. The registering of a person’s environment using a wide range of sensors, popularly known as lifelogging, is another example of a field relying on the data collected using portable cameras worn by the individuals. Gurrin et al. provide a comprehensive summary of the multimedia information retrieval research using such data [7]. In this work, we aim to record visual and geographical data, not with the purpose of logging the life events of a single individual but registering urban dynamics.

2.5 Autonomous Driving Applications

With the advent of autonomous driving applications, the research on urban object detection intensified considerably, often focusing on the detection of traffic participants or anything related to traffic such as cars, roads, and cyclists. In such applications, radar is often
used instead of or in addition to visual data [22]. Similarly, point clouds gathered using LIDAR are frequently used as in [37] and [3]. In this work, we focus on data generated by smartphones as explored in Section 4.

3 APPROACH

In this section, we describe the system for collecting, distributing and analysing real-time street-level imagery. More information about the system can be found on [19] and the source code of the described components can be found in [20]. A schematic overview of the system is shown in Figure 4.

The system works by using smartphones attached to the vehicles of local government, while they drive around the city performing their already appointed tasks. Examples are garbage trucks, local police vehicles or vehicles that are automatically scanning for parking violations. The system can also be expanded to the vehicles of volunteers, or even integrated into cars that are already equipped with cameras, for example with the purpose of autonomous driving. Because of the low cost and ubiquity of smartphones, using them allows for cheap collection of data whenever setting up the system in a new environment. The decision for such a low-cost solution has been made to make the threshold of becoming a streaming client very low and therewith increase the number of data gatherers. It also makes the system scalable and possibly autonomous.

Whenever the system is recording, activated manually or in automatic mode by detecting movement of the vehicle, it will send recorded frames, their GPS location and the time of capturing to a central server. In this server object detection tasks can be performed, and frames can be distributed to human workers for annotations or stored for research purposes. In Section 4 we describe experiments with the initial use cases of the system, displaying information about urban issues to the civil servants. The system interface allows them to efficiently plan routes for maintaining, cleaning and patrolling neighbourhoods of the city.

3.1 Streaming Clients

The scanning client consists out of several elements – a smartphone, a phone holder, a car charger, a web app, and a sticker. It works by installing the phone on the dashboard of the car, where multiple clients can be placed on a single-vehicle. The phone is plugged into the car socket to prevent a power failure. Whenever the scanning commences the license plate is registered and the streaming is started, sending 3 frames each second to the server combined with the geographical location and the timestamp. Our progressive app can be accessed by almost any mobile device while behaving like a native app. In Figure 5 the interface of the scanning client is shown. Because the scanning of the environment can be perceived as controversial by some, a sticker is placed on the vehicle informing citizens what the scanner is doing and where they can find more information. The scanning client gives visual feedback about the detected objects. The client can also be put into automatic mode, starting the recording when the vehicles start moving.

Experiments have been performed using a Motorola Moto G8 plus smartphone, which has a 48MP camera with a 26mm (wide) lens. Testing on several other user devices did not show a significant difference in performance of the scanning client and the object detection. In our system the frames are reduced to 608x608 pixels for object detection. Thus it is likely that a lower-resolution camera will be as effective.

To prevent any invasion of privacy for the recording drivers, volunteers or civil servants, data recorded with the scanning client and made publicly available will not have information about the operator. To prevent an increase in workload for the operators, the scanning clients have an auto mode which does not require any
interaction. In the future, the technology can be integrated into vehicles, which will lead to a further decrease in the workload for the operators.

3.2 Distributing Service
The core of the whole system is the distributing service, which allows for a connection between a scalable number of streaming clients and a scalable number of frame processors. This will also allow for a larger scale of data collection, and as long as the processors can process the number of incoming frames the system can operate. The distribution service is a FastAPI [32] server which connects with the scanning clients using websockets to receive frames and metadata. Subsequently, it sends these to the frame analyzer using RabbitMQ [26].

3.3 Frame Analyzer
The system is currently configured to process all images using frame analyzers. These are machines that take frames from the distribution service and return the outcome of the analysis. The distribution service supports a varying number of frame analyzers, allowing the increase of capacity when required.

In Section 4 an object detection model is described that is used for the initial experiments. Because the system has to run in real-time and still be affordable, the video stream is analyzed frame by frame. A high inference speed is crucial for analysing large number of frames in real-time. For this reason no visual information is used to de-duplicate detected objects, but instead, metadata is used to filter the detections. This is achieved by only recording and streaming frames to the frame analyzer when the vehicle is moving, and by filtering out duplicate detections using their geocoordinates.

3.4 Privacy Filter
Since the collection of data in city streets can be a controversial subject due to privacy concerns, an important element of the proposed system is that all images are stored only after filtering out privacy-sensitive information. To allow for filtering privacy-sensitive information without causing any decrease in inference speed, license plates (cf. Figure 6) and faces (cf. Figure 7) are detected using the same model as for the object detection. For license plate detection, we devise a method similar to [12], but no recognition is used in this work since the detection is only used to remove the license plate from the images. For face detection we use a method similar to [34] and [14], which show that YOLOv3 [27] yields robust detections and high inference speed, while being capable of detecting even small faces. Another possibility of providing an even higher level of anonymity would be filtering out persons completely, which is possible with similar techniques. An even higher level of anonymity could be achieved by also filtering out complete vehicles and house numbers, to which the model could be adapted. Finally, the modular nature of our proposed framework would allow the integration of privacy-by-design solutions too, such as [35].

3.5 Detected Object Overview
The output data of the frame analysers can for example be used to create a dashboard for civil servants that gives them actionable intelligence about issues in the city. The detected objects can be displayed in a geographical interface, that shows where they were found. This can be further used to e.g. monitor how clean the streets are, but also to create the most efficient routes or detect areas of the city that need special attention.

Richly-annotated imagery will be released frequently, accompanied with the additional data coming from e.g. variousGIS databases and neighbourhood-level statistics, to allow for diverse use cases and algorithm development and benchmarking on increasingly large scale.

Furthermore, data can be accessed in real-time using an API and used in e.g. frame-level object detection algorithms. This will allow for the real-time street imagery recorded from a moving vehicle to be used for deployment and testing of multimedia information retrieval algorithms in a dynamic, realistic and challenging setting.

4 SHOWCASE
Since the system and the data it collects can be used for many different applications, this section will show and discuss some of them, starting with using an object detection model to find urban issues, then elaborating on the possibility for the citizens to submit service requests with minimal effort and allowing the domain experts and citizens alike to measure crowdedness of the city streets in a privacy friendly manner.
The Urban Object Detection Kit is continuously being tested and developed for several use cases, and altered by using feedback from domain experts. At the time of writing this paper, several cities in the Netherlands are using the system to collect data for real-time street-level image analysis and output of these tests are continuously used to improve the system.

4.1 Street-level Real-time Object Detection

To show an example of a possible application, an object detector was trained on a small collection of images with several annotated classes that should be identified in real-time. The same model is used for both making the data anonymous and detecting relevant objects. The detected objects are displayed in a dashboard which is used by civil servants to effectively deploy their garbage trucks for cleaning, repair vehicles for maintenance of the public spaces and local police for enforcing. This will make the system valuable for the intended users, which will, in turn, promote its use. Another reason it is beneficial for local governments to use the system is that they have an affordable method for detecting urban issues, which complements “more traditional” approaches relying on citizen service requests. Because of the benefits the system gives to local governments, they will be motivated to deploy it frequently. This will result in a constant stream of real-time street-level imagery and continuous increase in the size of the collection, allowing for more interesting research possibilities. Finally, the areas that are not accessible by cars can also be accessed by boat, bike or on foot in a fashion similar to lifelogging.

The object detector has been trained on a small dataset of 1400 annotated recordings of street-level imagery. The classes that have been annotated can all be linked to a specific service of the local government – garbage bags have to be removed (cf. Figure 10) or placing of portable toilet or construction containers needs to be verified by civil servant. (cf. Figure 1). The detection can also be used to monitor the state of assets in city streets, e.g. the collecting of visual information about poles as shown in Figure 9.

The classes have been selected with domain experts from several different city maintenance departments: Garbage collection, asset maintenance and local police. While the most essential objects have been detected in the pilot study presented in this paper, in subsequent iterations the system will be expanded based on the demand of local governments.

For performing the task of object detection, a YOLOv3 model [27] was trained using 1288 annotated images, while the evaluation has been done on a test set of 112 images. An overview of the classes is given in Table 1. Object detection already yields useful results on the small dataset and we expect that the detection accuracy will keep improving with the increased training set size. Unsurprisingly, the classes with more training data and homogeneous visual appearance score the highest, as shown in Table 2. When annotating additional data we will seek to create a more balanced dataset that will allow for a much better performance on a highly heterogeneous set of objects.

The detected objects and their geographical location are displayed in a dashboard for civil servants, and used for route optimization, creating policy or researching the city (cf. Figure 4).

Both the performance and the number of classes will increase with a more intensive use of the system. Once more data is collected, richly annotated by local governments for the classes of their interest and made publicly available, various types of detection models will be created and evaluated.
Table 2: The result of the object detection experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>N objects</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>mAP</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Container small</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garbage bag</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>License plate filter</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face filter</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardboard</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graffiti</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pole</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christmas tree</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mattress</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Example of garbage bag, traffic bollard (pole) and cardboard detection

4.2 Other Possible Applications

The availability of real-time street-level imagery allows for new types of research, several of which will be discussed in this section.

4.2.1 Visual citizen reports. When citizens make a report about issues in the city streets, they often have to fill out a form or make a call to a designated phone number. By giving them access to the web app, they could simply report an issue and it will be automatically routed to the right department. We further conjecture that making the reporting process easier and less laborious would positively reflect on citizen participation and ultimately lead to more relevant reports with a clearer information about the task at hand. Because textual descriptions are not always completely clear, this can cause a delay when the service requests are routed to the wrong department. Since a visual registration of the object can be confirmed, this will likely work more effectively for issues with clear visual properties. In Figure 1 we illustrate how this would work for garbage bags, poles and portable toilets and in Figure 10 how it would help reporting garbage next to containers.

4.2.2 Crowdedness monitor. Cities around the world are getting increasingly busy and crowded, which makes accurately monitoring the size of the crowd useful for tracking city dynamics, creating policy and ensuring safety. The system can be used for monitoring crowdedness on street level and in real time by e.g. counting the different types of vehicles, bikes or people (while anonymous) present in the streets.

5 CONCLUSION

We proposed a system for collection, distribution and analysis of real-time street-level imagery. In addition to providing local governments with timely insights about the issues in the public space that need their attention, the proposed system facilitates the development and testing of multimedia information retrieval algorithms in a complex urban setting. Our system is released as open source, together with a dataset already collected during a pilot intended to test viability of the system. We further showcased the potential of detecting objects related to the issues that occur in urban environments and discussed several other potential use cases. In the future work, we will extend our openly available and richly annotated collection of street-level urban imagery collected in several cities and test the framework on a much larger and diverse set of urban objects.
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